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CIGAR’S 

Gurkha Cellar Reserve 18 Year Prisoner  
Kraken; length 7.25 inches x 54 ring gauze - This medium bodied cigar is a special edition cellar reserve 

cigar; 18-year aged tobacco filler from Dominican in a Corojo wrapper. 
 

 

Gurkha Ghost  
Shadow ; length 5 inches x 52 ring gauze - This medium to full bodied cigar showcases dark Brazilian 

Arapiraca Maduro wrapper, 1998 Crillo binder and carefully selected Dominican Nicaraguan fillers. 
 

 

Rocky Patel Sungrown Maduro  
Toro; Length 6.5 inches x 52 ring gauze - A full-bodied cigar is a bold blend of Nicaraguan tobacco 

under the broadleaf wrapper; harmonize beautifully, imparting earthy, nutty notes and bittersweet 

chocolate. 
 

 

Rocky Patel Sixty  
Sixty; Length 6 inches x 60 ring gauze -    A medium bodied cigar is a bold blend of Nicaraguan and 

Honduras tobacco under a Honduras wrapper; Expressive flavors of leather, espresso, cinnamon, 

mocha, earth, wood, pepper, and light spice. 
 

 

Don Fidel El Legado  
Robusto; length 5 inches x 50 ring gauze - Habano Wrapper, binder and a blend of fillers from 

Nicaragua and Dominican Republic. Medium to medium-full body strength, well balanced with cocoa 

and coffee, earthy notes and a sweet ending. 
 

 

Vedado Classic Churchill  
Churchill; length 7 inches x 48 ring gauze - These medium bodied cigars are made using Habano Ecuador 

wrapper, Nicaragua binder and a selection of Nicaraguan fillers. The tobacco leaves used have been 

carefully aged for a minimum period of 18 months. The aroma is spicy and slightly sweet, with notes of 

black pepper. 
 

 

Vedado Classic Robusto  
Robusto, length 5 inches x 50 ring gauze - Medium to full bodied cigar.  Habano Ecuador wrapper, 

Nicaragua binder and a selection of Nicaraguan fillers. Aged leaves with peppery, spicy and light sweet 

notes. 
 

 

Vedado Classic Corona  
Corona, length 5.5 inches x 42 ring gauze - Medium to full bodied cigar.  Habano Ecuador wrapper, 

Nicaragua binder and a selection of Nicaraguan fillers. Aged leaves with peppery, spicy and light sweet 

notes 
 

 

Vega Toro Double Toro  
Double Toro, length 6 inches x 60 ring gauze - Cigars made using Habano Ecuador wrapper, Habano 

Nicaraguan binder, and a selected mix of short fillers from Nicaragua. This mild to medium cigar offers 

spicy touches, with notes of cedar, leather and earth. 
 

 

Vega Toro Corona  
Corona, length 5.5 inches x 42 ring gauze - Cigars made using Habano Ecuador wrapper, Habano 

Nicaraguan binder, and a selected mix of short fillers from Nicaragua. 

This mild to medium cigar offers spicy touches, with notes of cedar, leather and earth. 

 
 



 

 

HOOKAH 

Flavours - strawberry, double apple, mint 

 

 

CIGARETTE 

Marlboro, Lights 

 

Marlboro, Regular 

 

Benson & Hedges Lights 

 

Benson & Hedges Regular 

 

Gold Flake 

 

Classic Milds 

 

Classic Regular 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


